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Hexalobular socket countersunk head tapping screws

1 Scope

This International Standard specifies the characteristics of hexalobular socket countersunk head tapping screws with thread sizes from ST2,9 to ST6,3 inclusive.

If, in special cases, specifications other than those listed in this International Standard are required, they should be selected from existing International Standards, e.g. ISO 1478, ISO 2702, ISO 4759-1.

2 Normative references

The following normative documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of this International Standard. For dated references, subsequent amendments to, or revisions of, any of these publications do not apply. However, parties to agreements based on this International Standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the normative documents indicated below. For undated references, the latest edition of the normative document referred to applies. Members of ISO and IEC maintain registers of currently valid International Standards.

ISO 225:1983, Fasteners — Bolts, screws, studs and nuts — Symbols and designations of dimensions

ISO 1478:1999, Tapping screws thread

ISO 2702:1992, Heat-treated steel tapping screws — Mechanical properties

ISO 3269:2000, Fasteners — Acceptance inspection

ISO 4042:1999, Fasteners — Electroplated coatings


ISO 7721:1983, Countersunk head screws — Head configuration and gauging

ISO 10664:1999, Hexalobular internal driving feature for bolts and screws
3 Dimensions

See Figure 1 and Table 1.

Symbols and designations of dimensions, except dimensions $A$ and $γ$, are specified in ISO 225.
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